The growth of Au particles on Mo(001)-supported CaO films has been investigated as a function of film thickness by means of scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy. Whereas, monolayer Au islands develop in the low-thickness regime [1-25 monolayers (ML)], formation of three-dimensional (3D) deposits is revealed above 40-ML film thickness. The two-dimensional (2D) growth morphology is ascribed to a charge transfer out of the CaO/Mo support into the adparticles, resulting in a reinforcement of the Au-CaO interface interaction and a strong preference for a wetting growth of gold. In the limit of ultrathin films, this charge transfer is governed by electron tunneling from the Mo substrate into the Au islands and is driven by the different Fermi levels of both systems. Although tunneling transport breaks down beyond 5-10-ML film thickness, the signature of charge-mediated Au growth remains detectable for even thicker films. This finding suggests the presence of intrinsic charge centers in the CaO film that are able to donate electrons to the gold. We relate these donor centers to Mo ions that spontaneously have diffused from the Mo support into the CaO lattice during growth. Given the low mobility of Mo in the oxide matrix, the donor concentration diminishes with film thickness and, hence, the ability of the CaO to transfer electrons into the Au deposits. Consequently, the 2D growth behavior of Au changes into the 3D regime that is characteristic for metals on inert oxide surfaces. Spectroscopic characterization of the Au particles revealed pronounced electron quantization and Coulomb charging effects due to the reduced island size.
I. INTRODUCTION
The physical and chemical properties of metal particles are governed not only by their size, but also by the arrangement of atoms inside the aggregate, i.e., the shape. 1 This has been shown in numerous gas-phase experiments in which metal clusters of identical atom count but different shape displayed large variations in the electronic structure. 2 The pronounced shape effects have been explained by the different orbital overlaps between the particle atoms, which in turn, govern the degree of electron delocalization and band formation. Whereas, the shape dependence of the electronic structure diminishes with increasing particle size, it remains relevant when it comes to optical and chemical properties. The energy of plasmon excitations, being the dominant optical response of metal particles, sensitively depends on the shape but hardly on the size of the particles even in the 10-100-nm range. 3, 4 Also, the adsorption behavior and, hence, the catalytic reactivity was found to vary with particle geometry. For identical atom counts, those particles with the highest fraction of surface atoms and the least compact geometry turned out to be the most active. 5, 6 Strong shape effects also have been identified for other particle properties, such as the ionization potential and electron affinity, the heat capacity, and even the melting temperature. 1 Given this importance, immense efforts have been taken to tailor the particle shape both in the gas phase and on the solid surfaces. 7, 8 Several parameters were found to determine the equilibrium geometry of supported metal particles with the surface free energy of substrate and admetal as well as the interface adhesion being the most significant ones. [9] [10] [11] As the first two quantities are fixed once the desired material combination is selected, only the latter remains accessible for modifying the particle shape. In general, a large interface coupling favors the development of flat 2D islands, whereas, tall 3D deposits grow in the limit of small interface adhesion. The metalsupport interactions can be tuned by different functionalization processes, e.g., by coating the substrate with a chemically inert spacer layer 12, 13 or by generating artificial binding sites in the surface via defect formation 14 or hydroxylation. 15 Recently, the charge state of metal deposits was identified as an additional parameter that controls the metal-support interaction and, hence, the particle geometry. 16 Especially on highly ionic oxide materials, charged adsorbates experience a strong adhesion due to Coulomb interactions in combination with polaronic distortions of the substrate lattice. Negatively charged Au atoms, for example, were found to double their binding strength to MgO(001) compared to their neutral counterparts. 17 As a result, charged Au deposits preferentially adopt 2D geometries, whereas, 3D shapes prevail in the absence of excess electrons. 16, 18 The charge state of a metal deposit might be altered by two approaches, which are charge transfer from suitable donor states inside the oxide lattice 19, 20 or, in the case of ultrathin oxide films, electron tunneling from the metal substrate beneath. 17, 18, 21 The latter effect breaks down at 5-10-ML film thickness and, therefore, enables tailoring of the particle geometry only on thin-film supports.
In this paper, we have analyzed the equilibrium shape of Au particles grown on a CaO/Mo(001) thin film by means of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). We observe a gradual crossover from 2D to 3D particle shapes when increasing the oxide thickness from 20 to 40 ML. On the basis of earlier papers 17, 18, 21 and spectroscopic evidence, we connect this shape evolution to charge-transfer processes from the thin-film support into the Au deposits, which diminish in thicker films. However, the critical thickness for the shape crossover was found to be larger than in other thin-film systems, suggesting that additional charge donors are present in our CaO/Mo films. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The CaO films were prepared by reactive Ca deposition in 5 × 10 −7 mbar O 2 onto a sputtered and annealed Mo(001) surface. 22 To stimulate crystallization, the films were annealed to 1000 K in vacuum for 10 min. Quality and thickness of the films were examined with low-energy-electron diffraction (LEED) that turned out to be sensitive to the number of deposited layers. Whereas, a sharp 2 × 2 superstructure with respect to the Mo spots was found for thin films (1-4 ML), a square (1 × 1) pattern with pronounced satellites, and a plain (1 × 1) pattern appeared above 5-and 15-ML nominal thickness, respectively. The different diffraction patterns can be used as fingerprints for different CaO phases. 22 The (2 × 2) pattern is produced by a Ca-Mo mixed oxide that forms on top of the Mo(001) as a result of Mo interdiffusion. The mixed phase has a rock-salt structure with one quarter of the Ca ions being substituted by Mo. Its lattice parameter is 5% smaller than the one of bulk CaO, which reduces the lattice mismatch with the Mo(001) support. Because of the limited mobility of the Mo ions, the formation of the mixed phase terminates at around 4-ML thickness, and pure CaO(001) starts growing on top of the wetting layer. In this case, the reemerging lattice mismatch is removed by the formation of dislocation lines and mosaic structures as evidenced by the satellites around the (1 × 1) LEED spots. 23 Above 15-ML thickness, the individual oxide grains merge into a closed film, which exhibits an atomically flat surface and displays the sharp (1 × 1) LEED pattern of a fully relaxed CaO lattice.
Gold has been dosed from an e-beam evaporator onto the CaO(001) films at room temperature using typical growth rates of 0.5 ML per minute. After preparation, the samples immediately were transferred into a custom-built ultrahigh vacuum STM operated at 10 K. While surface imaging was performed in the constant current mode at 5-20 pA, the electronic properties were deduced from conductance spectra taken with a lock-in amplifier (10 mV, 1150 Hz). The morphology of the Au particles was deduced from filled state images (negative sample bias) for which the impact of the electronic structure on the imaging contrast was smallest.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Morphological characterization of the Au deposits
STM topographic images of 20-, 30-, and 40-ML-thick CaO films covered with 0.7-ML Au are displayed in Fig. 1 . Both, particle density and shape were found to vary considerably with the oxide thickness. In the thin-film regime (<25 ML), exclusively flat Au islands are observed that homogenously cover the oxide surface with a mean density of ∼15 × 10 11 cm −2
[ Fig. 1(a) ]. Similar 2D islands are found also inside the holes that still expose the Ca-Mo-O wetting layer. Closer inspection reveals that most of the islands comprise a single Au layer only with some of them having a small second-layer patch on top. The monolayer height together with a typical island diameter of 4-6 nm yield a mean aspect ratio (height to diameter) of 0.07 for Au deposits in the low-thickness regime [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The islands typically have a distorted hexagonal shape, indicating the development of (111)-oriented Au sheets on the CaO surface [ Fig. 3(a) ]. This growth orientation is compatible with the low surface-free energy of this particular gold plane and has been revealed for Au islands on MgO(001) films before. 24 At small negative bias, a characteristic stripe pattern appears on top of the islands, being characterized by a line spacing of (7 ± 1)Å [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. Two orthogonal patterns are found in which the bright lines run along the two equivalent CaO[100] directions. It is assigned to a (3 × 1) moiré structure formed between the CaO square lattice and the hexagonal atom arrangement of gold [ Fig. 3(d) ]. In this configuration, every fifth [211]-oriented Au row sits on top of a [100]-oriented Ca row, a registry that requires 4% compression of the gold lattice [ Fig. 3(d) ]. We suspect that those Au atoms have a larger interface distance due to the repulsive Au-Ca interactions and, consequently, appear brighter in the STM images. 25 The remaining Au atoms are able to occupy more favorable O-top and bridge sites, resulting in a shorter binding length and a reduced topographic contrast. 26 We note that any electronic contribution to the STM contrast is neglected at this point for the sake of simplicity. Our moiré-type structure model correctly predicts the spacing and orientation of the Au line pattern and is consistent with the fact that the line's direction deviates by ∼30
• from the Au-island edges. Information on the electronic structure of the Au islands can be found in Sec. C of this paper.
When increasing the CaO thickness above 25 ML, a change in the Au-particle morphology is observed [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Although the monolayer islands still are detectable as faint depressions in the surface, they now coexist with 3D deposits that display an enhanced aspect ratio of (0.3 ± 0.1). Surprisingly, almost no intermediate particle geometries are found in the STM images, and the corresponding shape histogram shows a pronounced bimodal distribution for the 2D and 3D deposits [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Moreover, particles of different geometry prefer different nucleation positions on the CaO film. Whereas, the flat islands are found on the plain oxide terraces, the 3D particles exclusively appear on the CaO dislocation network. Apparently, defects are required to form 3D deposits, whereas, . Whereas, nearly half the islands are of monolayer type at 30-ML thickness, this number reduces to 10% and 5% for 35-and 40-ML thick films, respectively. Above this critical thickness, hardly any 2D islands are detected in the STM images anymore [ Fig. 2(c) , inset]. As mentioned before, the aspect ratio of individual particles does not reflect this global evolution, and the deposits belong either to the 2D or the 3D category. Consequently, the bimodal shape distribution also is preserved on 40-ML-thick CaO films, and only the relative heights of the two maxima change [ Fig. 2(c) ]. We note that the crossover in particle dimensionality is accompanied by a change in their areal densities from 15 × 10 11 at 20 ML to 7.5 × 10 11 and 6.0 × 10 11 cm −2 at 30-and 40-ML films, respectively.
B. Discussion of the Au-particle morphology
The main finding of our growth analysis is a transition from 2D to 3D particle morphologies that occurs between 25-and 35-ML thickness of the CaO film [ Fig. 2(c) ]. The 3D growth regime observed beyond this value corresponds to the VolmerWeber mode that is characteristic for metals on inert oxide surfaces and is governed by the small interface adhesion. 9, 12, 13 On ultrathin oxide films on metal supports, a 2D growth mode might prevail being induced by charge-transfer processes from the metal into the adparticles. 16, 18 The electron exchange is enabled by the low work function of the thin-film system in conjunction with the high electron-affinity of gold. For the MgO/Mo(001) system, for example, the work-function decline has been ascribed to a cooperative effect between a suppressed Mo surface dipole and an interface dipole due to an electron flow from the oxide into the electronegative Mo. 27, 28 Similar processes are expected to take place at the CaO/Mo interface as CaO is even more basic than the isostructural MgO and, hence, a better electron donor. The low work function causes the Fermi level of the Au deposits to shift below the one of the thin-film support, triggering an electron transfer into the gold. The electron-rich adislands now exhibit an enhanced interface adhesion, being mediated by electrostatic and polaronic interactions with the oxide lattice. To maximize this effect, the gold spreads into 2D sheets on the CaO surface and returns to the common 3D mode only if the electron transport is inhibited at large oxide thicknesses.
At first glance, our experimental observations seem to be in-line with this established growth model; however, there is a distinct deviation from earlier studies. 18, 24 Whereas, the 2D/3D growth transition occurs at 5-8-ML thickness on MgO/Ag(001), it is shifted to 25-35 ML on CaO/Mo(001), a value that is much larger than typical electron-tunneling lengths in insulating materials. We assign this marked difference to the specific nature of the CaO/Mo interface as already sketched in Sec. II. In the initial growth stage, Ca and Mo form a mixed oxide with 25% of the cationic sites being occupied by Mo in order to improve the lattice match with the Mo(001) surface. 22 However, the Mo impurities are relevant not only from a structural view point, but also actively modify the electronic properties of the mixed oxide. As shown in recent density-functional theory calculations, Mo is susceptible to become oxidized in the CaO lattice, i.e., it increases its charge state from + 2 to + 3. 20 The released electron that had initially occupied a Mo d level inside the band gap either enters the metal substrate or gets transferred into suitable adspecies. Whereas, the first route affects the Au growth behavior only indirectly by further reducing the CaO work function, the second one produces anionic gold directly. Charge-transfer processes mediated by Mo impurities in the CaO lattice, thus, might explain the larger critical thickness for the 2D/3D crossover in the Au growth. We suspect that the Mo donors not only are inserted into the interface layers where formation of a mixed oxide can be proven directly with Auger spectroscopy, but also affect the subsequent planes yet without developing a structurally well-defined phase. Still, the Mo content seems sufficient to stimulate electron transfer into the Au adspecies and to promote their 2D growth. We note that formation of 2D Au islands has been observed even on CaO films of more than 60-ML thickness when the Mo was incorporated intentionally into the oxide matrix. 20 In this case, the external dopants take over the role of the interdiffused Mo species at the interface, extending the 2D growth mode to arbitrary thicknesses.
Interestingly, as long as the 2D Au islands appear on the CaO surface, they adopt rather similar sizes and aspect ratios. Even close to the crossover thickness, when the number of Mo donors already has decreased substantially, the islands keep their 2D geometry and contain no more than 500 atoms. This unique behavior that also leads to the bimodal particle-shape distribution in Fig. 2(c) suggests a self-limiting growth of Au on the flat CaO terraces. Evidently, atoms do neither attach to the perimeter nor climb on top of the 2D islands once the final size has been reached. We take this observation as further evidence for the charged nature of the Au deposits. Every adatom that integrates into the 2D system increases its total charge and, hence, the impact of internal electron-electron repulsion. Moreover, the extra electrons that localize mainly at the island perimeter 29 build up an electrostatic barrier for the following atoms that are negatively charged as well. Both effects will terminate the island growth at a critical size. For Au islands on MgO thin films, the stopping condition has been identified as the point when each boundary atom has taken up one full electron, although atoms in the interior might still be close to neutral. 29 Interestingly, no self-terminated growth is revealed for particles at the CaO dislocation lines where 3D deposits, comprising several thousands of atoms, are found. A possible reason for this difference is the availability of electron traps along the oxide line defects, which are able to drain the extra electrons from the deposits and to remove the growth obstacle.
C. Electronic properties of monolayer Au islands on thin CaO films
The following section addresses the electronic structure of supported Au particles as measured with STM conductance spectroscopy. We concentrate on monolayer islands that may display unusual properties due to their reduced dimensionality and charged nature.
Field-emission spectra
We first discuss spectra taken at bias voltages around the work function of the system as shown in Fig. 4 (a) for a bare and an Au-covered CaO film of 20-ML thickness. The spectra are characterized by a series of dI /dV maxima with the first peak occurring at 3.5 V for the bare film but at 4.5-4.7 V for the Au islands. Electron transport in this bias range is governed by the field-emission resonances (FERs), which can be considered as image potential states above the surface that are fixed in energy by the sample work function and the tip-electric field. 30 The different positions of the FERs above the adislands and the bare film become evident also in the pronounced contrast changes in the high-bias STM images [ Fig. 4(b) ]. Whereas, below 3.0 V, the Au islands appear as flat protrusions in correspondence with their monolayer height, a contrast reversal takes place at higher biases. Beyond the first CaO-FER at 3.5 V, the Au islands adopt the same contrast as the surrounding oxide regions, and only some small second-layer Au patches remain visible [see solid ovals in Fig. 4(b) ]. At even higher biases, the adislands gradually turn into faint depressions and finally appear as holes inside the bright oxide surface. Only the island perimeter is excluded from this evolution and shows up with bright contrast throughout the bias series. The observed contrast reversal mimics the contribution of the FERs to the electron transport between tip and sample. Below the first FER, the apparent height is governed by the true elevation and the available state density of certain surface sections. Both contributions determine the bright appearance of Au islands on the CaO surface. The situation changes once the first CaO-FER is reached, and an effective electron-transport channel becomes accessible into the oxide film. As no comparable channel exists on the Au islands, their apparent height declines with respect to the CaO and finally turns negative. The contrast remains reversed even after crossing the first Au-FER at ∼4.5 V because the second CaO resonance state already is reached at this condition. We note that no bias-dependent contrast inversion takes place at negative polarity, and we, therefore, used negative-bias images to deduce reliable morphological information on the CaO-supported Au islands.
The deviating positions of the FERs on bare and Au-covered CaO films are explained with different local work functions that provide different offsets to the FER energies. 31 The up-shift in the gold spectra translates into a higher work function of the islands with respect to the adjacent CaO surface. As discussed before, the CaO film lowers the Mo(001) work function (φ = 4.53 eV) by at least 1.0 eV due to the positive dipole formed at the metal-oxide interface. 27 Bulk gold, on the other hand, has a higher φ value (5.25 eV) in agreement with the observed trend in the FER spectra. However, the shift in the FERs cannot be explained entirely with a high gold work function because the islands are too small to reach the bulk limit of φ. We, therefore, suspect that the anionic nature of the aggregates influences the FER energies, as well. Electron accumulation in the adislands, combined with a positive charging of the Mo donors beneath, gives rise to an electrostatic dipole that points away from the surface and raises the local work function. In contrast, an electron flow out of the admetal would lower the work function, which is incompatible with the experimental results. At this point, we are unable to disentangle both effects as neither the surface dipole formed between Au δ − and Mo δ + nor the work function of neutral Au islands is known.
We note, in passing, that a similar conclusion on the Au charge state can be drawn from the CaO conduction-band (CB) onset, measured before and after Au exposure with conductance spectroscopy. Whereas, on pristine 20-ML thick films, the onset position is reached at 1.6 V, it shifts to 1.8 V after dosing [ Fig. 5(a) ]. The band shift that affects the valance band in a similar way reflects the response of the dielectric film to the surface dipole created between the anionic Au islands and the Mo δ + centers in the film [ Fig. 5(b) ]. 32, 33 The excess charges inside the adislands destabilize the electronic states in the CaO planes beneath and trigger their shift to higher energies. Both results, the up-shift of the FERs and the CaO bands, therefore, support the main conclusions of our growth discussion, namely, that of a charge transfer from the CaO film into the Au islands. 
Low-bias spectra
Insight into the intrinsic electronic structure of the Au islands is obtained from conductance spectra taken around the Fermi level (E F ). We note that this spectroscopy mode only is possible for thin CaO films (<20 ML) that exhibit enough low-bias conductivity. A set of dI /dV spectra, taken on the monolayer Au islands labeled in the inset, is shown in Fig. 6 . The main features of all curves are sharp and nearly equidistant dI /dV maxima that occur symmetrically on both sides of E F . For a typical Au island of ∼5-nm diameter, the peak-peak distance varies between 80 and 120 mV, although not every maximum is equally well developed (Spectrum 1). In contrast, a two-times larger peak spacing is revealed for islands with an emerging second layer (Spectrum 2). In general, the detected . All spectra exhibit a series of equidistant peaks characterized by a mean-energy spacing . Each peak can be correlated with a Coulomb-charging event in which the electron count on the island changes by 1. The upper two spectra were fitted with an analytical model that describes the double-barrier STM junction as a series of resistor/capacitor pairs. 35 The fit parameters are given in the inset on the upper right (see text for details).
peak separations depend on the set point for spectroscopy, and a larger bias, hence, a wider tip-sample gap, causes the maxima to move away from each other. The regular peak structure observed here is identified readily as a Coulomb staircase, being induced by the double-barrier nature of our tip-sample junction. 34, 35 The Au islands can be considered as floating electrodes, being electrically isolated from the tip and sample by the vacuum barrier and the insulating CaO film, respectively. Electron transport through the junction, thus, involves transient charging of the adisland for which the Coulomb repulsion between the incoming electron and the charges on the island needs to be overcome. The first electron from an outer electrode reaches the Au island if its energy exceeds the Coulomb barrier, a condition that gives rise to the first dI /dV peak. The following maxima mark subsequent charging events, each of them increasing (decreasing) the electron count on the Au islands by 1 at positive (negative) sample bias.
To characterize the tunneling barriers above and below the Au islands, we have fitted the experimental data with an analytical approach developed by Hanna and Tinkham. 36 There, the double-barrier junction is modeled with an equivalent circuit diagram composed of two resistor-capacitor pairs connected in series. Whereas, the first pair (R T P ,C T P ) describes the electron flow from the tip to the particle, i.e., across the vacuum barrier, the second one mimics the effect of the oxide film (R P S ,C P S ). The model indeed reproduces the experimental data when using the preset junction resistance of 80 G and optimizing the two capacitors accordingly. The capacitance of the 20-ML CaO film C P S has been fitted with 5 × 10 −19 F. This value is in reasonable agreement with a simple plate-capacitor description of the Au-CaO-Mo sandwich structure C = ε 0 ε r A d , which yields a capacitance of 3.7 × 10 −19 F for an island size A of 20 nm 2 , a film thickness d of 4.8 nm, and a CaO dielectric constant of ε r = 10. The tip-particle capacitance C T P , on the other hand, exhibits much larger variations and is, in fact, responsible for the spread in the detected peak separations. For monolayer Au islands, C T P is roughly three times larger than C P S , reflecting the smaller tip-particle versus particle-support distances. The presence of a second layer on top of the Au islands substantially reduces C T P as the active area on the particle side of the capacitor becomes smaller. It is this decrease in the tip-particle capacitance that is responsible for larger Coulomb charging energies, hence, larger spacing of the dI /dV peaks in Au bilayer spectra (Fig. 6 , Spectrum 1 versus Spectrum 2). We note that an accurate fitting of the Coulomb staircase always requires a small fractional charge on the Au islands that amounts to 0.5|e| in Spectrum 2, for example. 36 Unfortunately, no information on the absolute charges on the island can be deduced from this number as the Coulomb staircase remains unchanged when adding/removing a full electron.
Whereas, Au islands on the CaO films are well suited to study Coulomb-charging effects due to a planar geometry, an analysis of their electronic properties is difficult as the very same charging peaks interfere with tiny dI /dV modulations induced by confinement effects in the nanoislands. Insight into the Au electronic structure might still be obtained from dI /dV maps taken at positive bias, although the accessible bias range is limited again by the diminishing conductance Fig. 7(a) ], a number of concentric rings is observed on smaller roundish patches. At least four of those patterns are resolved in Fig. 7(b) until the contrast vanishes at high bias. The first one at 2.5 V is characterized by a bright maximum in the island center and a protruding ring at the perimeter. With higher bias, the inner ring moves outward, and new maxima appear in the center of the islands.
We assign those line patterns to charge-density waves induced by discrete eigenstates in the spatially confined electronic systems. [37] [38] [39] As the experimental data only represent a small cutout of the complete electronic structure, we only discuss the nature of these quantum states on a qualitative level. The states are incompatible with Au 6s orbitals at the point, which should be occupied and located below E F , whereas, states with dominant 6p character are better candidates. 29, 39 Confining such free-electron-type states in a hexagonal potential produces charge-density patterns that exhibit a central maximum/minimum surrounded by several concentric rings. 37, 40, 41 In elongated islands, the hexagonal symmetry is broken, and the rings transform into short straight lines as revealed in our dI /dV maps (Fig. 7) . Given the obvious experimental limitations, we refrain from a more detailed analysis and just state that the observed standingwave patterns indicate electron quantization effects in the Au nanoislands.
The final issue of this paper concerns the fact that the perimeter of larger Au islands appears bright independent of the selected bias voltage [Figs. 4(b) and 7(a) ]. At first glance, this seems to be incompatible with the quantization picture where charge-density patterns with little edge intensity should exist as well. However, earlier papers on MgO-supported Au islands revealed that a bright perimeter is characteristic for charged islands as it reflects the localization of excess electrons in specific edge states along the perimeter. 29 Tunneling into those states produces the bright brim around the islands that also is evident in our images. We take this finding as additional evidence for the charged nature of monolayer Au islands on the CaO films.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
STM experiments on CaO/Mo(001) films revealed a crossover from 2D to 3D gold particle shapes with increasing film thickness, being indicative of a charge-mediated growth behavior on the thin-film support. Whereas, gold becomes anionic and spreads into monolayer islands below 25-ML thickness, it remains neutral and grows into compact 3D deposits on thicker films. This result is in line with earlier Au growth papers on MgO and alumina films 18, 21 and reflects the universal character of charge-driven metal-oxide interactions in the thin-film limit. However, the critical film thickness for the dimensionality crossover was found to be five times larger for CaO compared to similar systems. The difference is explained by the presence of Mo impurities that diffuse from the Mo support into the oxide film during preparation. Due to their multivalent nature, the Mo ions are able to transfer electrons into the Au adisland and act as intrinsic charge donors. Given the limited diffusion length of Mo inside the CaO lattice, the Mo concentration diminishes with film thickness, reestablishing the common 3D growth regime of Au on a 25-to 35-ML-thick film. However, the charge-mediated growth regime can be stabilized for any thickness if the Mo impurities are introduced via external doping. 20 The availability of well-shaped Au particles on rather thick oxide films opens interesting possibilities for investigating the interplay between geometry, electronic, optical, and chemical properties of supported metal deposits. As sketched in this paper, the 2D Au islands are subject to pronounced quantization effects, which might be accompanied by interesting optical aspects. Moreover, the monolayer Au sheets might feature deviating chemical properties with respect to their 3D counterparts as they exhibit a large number of perimeter atoms that enable simultaneous interactions of adsorbates with the metal and the oxide support. The high density of excess electrons at the island perimeter, being the actual reason for the 2D growth, is expected to alter this reactivity pattern even more drastically. Experiments on the chemical nature of the 2D Au islands are envisioned in the future as they might provide insight into the interplay between particle morphology and chemical properties that is in the center of catalysis research.
